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ABOUT

VenhoevenCS is an innovative bureau for sustainable architecture, urban 

development, and infrastructure, attuned to meeting the challenges of our time. 

Founded by Ton Venhoeven in Amsterdam in 1995, VenhoevenCS has since grown 

into a renowned design and consultancy practice, with five partners and an 

international team of architects, urban planners, and technical engineers.

We believe in the power of architecture and planning as tools to create a better and 

more sustainable world. Our compact team offers the solutions needed to a wide 

range of pressing challenges that societies face today. In architecture, we design 

projects for sports & leisure, culture & education, health, mixed use, residential, 

office & utility, transformation, interior, and products. In infrastructure, we design 

stations, bridges, tunnels, and bicycle parks. On a larger scale, we design plans for 

urban development, station areas, and spatial strategies. We work together with our 

partners to research a wide range of topics regarding the circularity in urban areas 

and the planning culture of the future.

We specialize in finding integral, spatial solutions for societal and environmental 

issues at every possible scale. And although we are sometimes involved in rural and 

landscape projects, our main focus is on the larger metropolis with all its components: 

self-supporting neighbourhoods and emission-free buildings, micro-networks that 

support recycling and a healthy lifestyle, nature-inclusive cities, transformation 

and revitalization, mixed land use, metropolitan agriculture, densification, compact 

buildings, and innovative facades. 

It is not just a matter of engineering and design, though. Cultural and social aspects 

are of vital importance too. That is what the CS stands for in our name.
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“VenhoevenCS believes that our 
planet provides ample space for 
all living things to
co-exist peacefully and 
sustainably. But as the world 
population and global prosperity 
increase rapidly, we need to 
fundamentally adjust the way we 
shape and structure our use of 
the planet.”   

Vision - VenhoevenCS architecture+urbanism
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Mission Statement - VenhoevenCS architecture+urbanism

“VenhoevenCS also believes that 
design can help revitalize the 
world for all life forms. Nature 
works with ecosystems that are 
self-sufficient and sustainable, 
a concept we use as a starting 
point for our research, design, 
and consultancy practice.”



TEAM

Cécilia Gross

Ton Venhoeven

Danny Esselman

Manfred Wansink

Jos-Willem van Oorschot



INTEGRAL PLANNING 
AND DESIGN 

Integral planning aims to combine sectoral measures in integral plans for the 
city. We use the healthy city, the mobile city and the MicroCity as alternative 
perspectives to integrate all relevant measures in one integral plan.

HEALTHY CITY

MOBILE CITY MICROCITY



HEALTHY CITY
Urbanisation is one of the most important global trends of the 

21st century. At this moment 50% of the world population lives in 
cities, in 2050 this figure will skyrocket to 70%. If we cannot solve 
the environmental challenges already associated with today’s city 
life, by 2050 these will have a serious impact on people’s health. 
Many factors affect urban health like changing characteristics of 
the natural environment, urban safety related to the quality of 
built structures and infrastructures, the way traffic and logistics are 
organized, safety standards, social and economic development of 
cities, culture and the way people behave in an urban environment 
and finally also the organization of ‘care’ and ‘cure’. This means most 
health issues are related to the way we design, build and manage 
our cities.

Poorly planned urbanisation can have negative consequences 
on people´s health and safety, such as the risk of accidents or floods. 
There are also increased risks related to pollution or life style, such 
as physical inactivity and unhealthy eating patterns. Often mental 
health aspects are forgotten: think for example of the influence of 
the urban environment and culture on loneliness, stress, a sense of 
insecurity or displacement as important factors in life style choices. 
From an urban designer’s perspective, a well-planned and designed 
region, city or district contributes to improving urban health. 

VenhoevenCS has built a good reputation in healthy city 
design. In a large range of projects our architects and urban 
planners work from a holistic perspective towards healthy cities. 
Which opportunities offers a design to improve the immediate 
environment, health and the quality of life for users in and around 
the building, which opportunities offers the building to relieve 
pressure on infrastructures and the environment? How can the 
project positively contribute to sustain major structural networks 
for mobility, ecology, welfare, care and cure? Can we improve the 
building blocks of cities in such a way that they become more 
resilient against health risks?



“The Smart City Wheel” 

Boyd Cohen

MOBILE CITY
VenhoevenCS aims to improve the integration of infrastructure 

and urban development, an essential condition for the development 
of truly sustainable cities. Good nodes and hubs combining different 
transportation methods (car, bicycle, bus, pedestrian, rail, boat) will 
create one single integrated and sustainable mobility network with a 
range of mobility options for all users at all times. Such a development 
with the creation of a smart combination of hubs and connections 
tailored to each individual urban region and neighborhood is the 
way to strong, healthy and sustainable polycentric agglomerations 
with hyper efficient transport structures and a high quality of life. 

High Density Mixed Use Area Development in, on top of 
and around such nodes offers most added value. If connectivity is 
guaranteed by public transport and mobility hubs, slow traffic can 
be used for accessibility at different city levels. This way, streets, 
squares and courtyards become attractive places for a wide range 
of economic activities, with stores, businesses, meeting centers, 
residential space and supporting facilities, thus shaping a new type 
of sustainable city-within-the-city on the smallest pieces of land. An 
efficient organisation of traffic and logistics like this creates extra 
room for other urban functions. Attractive parks, water bodies and 
agricultural areas at walking distance will contribute to the quality 
of life, contribute to water management and other aspects of the 
metabolism of these polycentric cities. 

The combination of Transit Oriented Development with the 
development of hubs and urban clusters can form the basis of 
sustainable agglomerations, with refined multimodal transportation 
networks, attractive open spaces and a collection of strong individual 
urban and suburban centers from which all can benefit.



Circulaire economie

Ellen MacArthur Foundation

MICROCITY
MicroCities are the essential building blocks of future’s smart 

Cities. The concept of MicroCity represents a form of self-sufficiency 
in buildings or parts of cities, urban regions and metropolitan areas. 
With the use of ICT, the cycles of these MicroCities - of energy, 
mobility, raw materials, waste, water, warmth and food - are closed 
as much as possible using as little energy and mobility as possible. 
As a principle, only the things such a MicroCity cannot supply or 
absorb, are exchanged with higher aggregation levels. 

Sustainable urban regions comprise of ascending series of 
MicroCities at different scales. Each MicroCity is a neighborhood or 
town in a larger city and part of a larger sustainable urban region. 
Each has a high level of mixed use and circular economy. With this 
“biological structure” of cells within cells, a circular metabolism can 
be created with little impact on the environment. In combination 
with a certain amount of self-sufficiency at a socio-economic and 
socio-cultural level, pressure on major infrastructures and the 
environment can be relieved structurally. For optimal use of the 
advantages of MicroCities, changes to current regulations and 
infrastructures are inevitable. 

An important precondition for MicroCities is access to 
knowledge at all levels, from multinationals to individual citizens. 
With open data everyone can access the knowledge required 
to produce, consume and exchange services and products at the 
lowest possible level. This way, a Smart MicroCity provides most 
benefits for the circular economy and sustainable mobility.
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THE HAGUE

HOFBAD
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HOFBAD
The Hague | NL | 2007-2012

program
Aquatic centre with indoor 50-meter swimming pool with 
public tribune, instruction and recreational pools, waterslide, 
dining facilities, meeting rooms.
surface
9 500 m2

client
Municipality of The Hague
construction costs
€22.000.000,-
partners
Hevo (cost calculation and project management), Pieters 
Bouwtechniek (structural engineer), LBP (building physics), 
DWA (MEP), Breet consultancy (water treatment), VBK/CFE 
(contractor).

How can an indoor 50-metre competition pool with a 
diving platform and a huge grandstand be combined 
with instruction and recreational pools for all ages? 
And how can this same complex become an accessible 
neighborhood/district facility for all ages? The building is 
designed as the first element of a new neighborhood and
is easily accessible for pedestrians, by bike and public 
transport. The pools- from competition to paddling pool- 
are placed in an obvious range around the dressing rooms 
and the café

BEST BUILDING OF THE YEAR AWARD BY ROYAL INSTITUTE OF DUTCH ARCHITECTS 2013 | 2ND PRICE
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HOFBAD
The Hague | NL | 2007-2012

On most days, Hofbad aquatic centre is a 
multifunctional swimming facility with a range 
of use options for all residents of The Hague and 
environs. One of the pools is an indoor 50-metre 
pool with a huge grandstand, so it is also used for 
national and international swimming, diving and 
water polo competitions. That means that on such 
days all eyes here are on sporting performance 
and competition. The building is designed for easy
and straightforward conversion to use for either 
purpose. But the building is also unique from 
an environmental perspective. Its state-of-the-
art insulation, rooftop energy generation and 
extremely sustainable systems make it extremely 
energyefficient.

The building is also intended as the first element 
of a unique ensemble, with the residential towers 
still to be built forming the crowning touch. Under 
the building’s scaly skin lies an airy, almost organic 
inner world, a subtle allusion to the physical side 
of the activities that take place here. This organic 
idiom is the guiding principle behind the design of 
all the interior elements. The main construction of 
the swimming pool areas, for example, with their 
overhead beams and crossbeams suggesting the 
shape of a ribcage, or, perhaps more literally, a 
backbone with ribs.

This principle is carried through from the large 
competition pool down to the small children’s 
pools, in each case with the dimensions adjusted 
to the functional requirements. This overriding 
structure guarantees a rhythmic theme 
throughout the space and a clear, identifiable 
structure, underscored in part by the natural 
light and the many lines of sight connecting the 
activities with each other and the building with 
its  surroundings. The air conditioning cabinets 
are housed in the ‘backbone,’ and are equipped 
with a direct connection to the swimming pool 
rooms through a set of extra ‘ribs,’ to allow even 
distribution of fresh air.

BEST BUILDING OF THE YEAR AWARD BY ROYAL INSTITUTE OF DUTCH ARCHITECTS 2013 | 2ND PRICE

Plan

Section
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TILBURG

DRIEBURCHT MULTISPORT
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DRIEBURCHT
MULTISPORT

Tilburg | NL | 2006-2013

programma
Sports complex with competition pool with public tribune for 
400 spectators, instruction pool, special needs pool, whirlpool, 
waterslide, offices, dining, fitness centre, Olympic sports hall 
with public tribunefor 420 spectators, and child-minding facility 
/nursery
surface
12 500 m2

client
Municipality of Tilburg
construction costs
€17.000.000,-
partners
Pieters Projectbureau (construction-technical drawings).  
Jean-Luc Moerman (artist), Nelissen (MEP), Markslag Beljaars 
(structural engineer), Heerkens van Bavel & Van Wijnen (main 
contractor).

Wagnerplein and surrounding area in Tilburg Noord with 
immigrants and cultures from all around the globe was 
one of the weakest parts of the city. The Drieburcht, a new 
building with different kinds of sports- and social facilities, 
is used as a leverage project to improve the facilities and 
the image of this district in Tilburg and to lever urban 
regeneration. Nowadays the Drieburcht –with pool, sports 
hall, fitness, judo club, café- is the main meeting place for 
residents in the regenerated area.
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Tilburg | NL | 2006-2013

The Wagnerplein (Wagner Square) is a key project 
within the Tilburg-North area development plan. 
The developments around the square are intended 
to make the neighbourhood more attractive to a 
broader spectrum of the public. The Drieburcht 
Sports Complex plays an important role in this 
with its differentiated facilities.

The design of the Drieburcht sports complex is 
a design for an ideal city and an ideal society in 
miniature. While society outside the building may 
be divided into different groups living alongside 
each other (or with their backs to each other), 
inside the building we strive to bring people 
together in relaxed, informal ways.
The atmosphere and activity in this building take 
on the form of ‘urban theatre.’ People initially 
come for the swimming or the fitness training, 
but keep coming back for the lively atmosphere. 
The most fascinating aspect is the view of each 
other, the seeing and being seen. The facilities 
truly do offer something for everyone, but visitors 
can go through any of the attractive spaces with 
quality facilities to see how other people are 
doing other things. Internal lines of sight connect 
smaller, more intimate spaces with the larger 
whole. People who like sitting on café terraces 
and people-watching will enjoy observing the 
atmosphere and activity throughout the building 
from wherever they feel most comfortable.

As spectacular as the views inside the building 
are, the building’s exterior turns heads. Created 
in collaboration with artist Jean-Luc Moerman, it 
accentuates an extraordinary interplay of volumes 
and gives the building project a strength, speed 
and fluidity that form a perfect complement to 
the functions inside the building.

Plan

Section
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AMSTERDAM

SPORTPLAZA MERCATOR
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   NOMINATION MIES VAN DER ROHE AWARD 2007

SPORTPLAZA MERCATOR
Amsterdam | NL | 2001-2007

program
Competition, therapy, instruction and outdoor pools 
fitness space, bathhouse, café-restaurant, party centre, 
childcare, fast food concession. 
surface
7 100 m2

client
Sportfondsenbad Nederland 
Municipality of Amsterdam
construction costs
€ 14.600.000,-
partners
Copijn (facade and roof contractor), OKRA (landscape 
architect), Draaijer & Partners (projectmanagement), Pieters 
Bouwtechniek (structural engineer), Herman de Groot Project 
Techniek and Hellebrekers Technieken (MEP), LBP SIGHT 
(building physics), Aboma Keboma and Van Dijk Someren 
and partners (safety and health advice), Van Wijnen (main 
contractor), Giny Vos (artist)

How do you bring immigrants from more than 150 different 
countries together? How do you create a meeting place 
where also students and natives feel comfortable? How do 
you create a building on a spot where local residents don’t 
want to have any building? How do you ensure this building 
will become an impulse for urban regeneration? The 
building is completely covered in vegetation to camouflage 
the building and to ensure a seamless connection with the 
park. It hides many community facilities as pools, therapy 
pool, café-restaurant,party center, fitness and aerobics 
space, sauna and a steam bath.
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   NOMINATION MIES VAN DER ROHE AWARD 2007

SPORTPLAZA MERCATOR
Amsterdam | NL | 2001-2007

De Baarsjes in Amsterdam is a multicultural 
neighborhood that is home to people from 129 
different countries. The city district wanted to 
boost community life in the neighborhood. 
The authorities therefore chose a building 
which combines swimming pools, a therapy 
pool, fitness, aerobics, a sauna and steam 
bath, a party centre, café and childcare 
alongside a fast food restaurant (jobs for 
the unemployed in the neighborhood). Each 
individual element attracts different target 
groups, so the entire population will be able 
to use it in the end. Inside, everyone can see 
other activities, intriguing their interest and 
inspiring them to use other facilities as well. 
Because the building was constructed in a 
park, people living nearby it requested that it 
would be as green as possible; we completely 
covered it in vegetation.

Now, with its green façades and roof, 
Sportplaza Mercator marks the start and end 
of the Rembrandtpark. From a distance, it 
seems like an overgrown fortress flanking and 
protecting the entryway to the 19th-century 
city. Glimpsed through the glass façade, a 
modern spa-style complex glistens, complete 
with swimming pools, fitness space, and 
restaurant and party facilities. The entrance 
seems like a departure hall from which the 
various visitors can reach their destination.

The building was designed as a city – a society 
in miniature – inside a cave. The building 
is full of lines of sight and keyholes that 
offer perspectives on the various visitors, 
activities and cultures in the building. Sunlight 
penetrates deep into the building’s interior 
through all sorts of openings in the roof. Low 
windows frame the view of the street and the 
sun terrace

Plan

Section
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KAMPEN

DE STEUR
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SITE PLAN / SITUATIE
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 DE STEUR
Kampen | NL | 2013-2016

program
Competition pool, instruction pool, recreational pool, kiddy 
pool, flume, outdoor pools, terrace, food and beverage facilities
surface
5.200 m2

client
Municipality of Kampen
Construction costs
€11.000.000
Partners
Goudstikker - de Vries (main contractor), Deerns Nederland 
(MEP)
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DE STEUR
Kampen | NL | 2013-2016

The plans for the new swimming pool in the 
city of Kampen were not only a great chance to 
realize a modern swimming accommodation, 
but it also offered a good opportunity to 
regenerate the green area of the ‘Groene Hart’ 
from a closed off site into a multifunctional 
recreational park.

The former ‘Steur’ site is transformed into a 
large green open space in the park, where 
the swimming pool, like a villa, overlooks its 
surroundings. The swimming pool forms a 
pavilion within the park, integrating the green 
space and pool into one.

The pool offers a panoramic view over the 
area. In summertime, the glass facade can 
be fully opened, in order to link the interior 
recreational pools with the terrace and 
outdoor pools. In wintertime, the gates of the 
lawn are open. This allows the outdoor area 
of the pool to become part of the recreational 
route through the park.

Plan

Section
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GRONINGEN

SPORTCENTRUM EUROPAPARK

GRONINGEN

EUROPAPARK
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PVT zonnepanelen

wadi

luifel

indirect daglicht

achterkant voorzien van
klimplanten in ecozone

WKO warmtestad

gesloten grondbalans

zonnecollector (in PVT)

pvt panelen leveren energie 
terug  aan Warmtestad Europapark
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EUROPAPARK
Groningen | NL | 2015-2018

program
Sports hall, dojo, multifunctional hall, dance space, gymnastics 
gym, fitness, classrooms, food and beverage facilities, multicourt.
Surface
5.500 m2

Client
Municipality of Groningen
Construction costs
€7.300.000,-
Partners
Martijn Al ( landscape architect), DGMR (building physics), abt 
Wassenaar (structural engineer), SIJPERDA-HARDY (MEP)
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Sportcomplex Europapark is dé plek waar alle 
studenten in Groningen komen om te sporten. 
Met haar glooiende terrassenlandschap vol 
aanleidingen voor sport en beweging, vormt het 
sportcomplex Europapark een goede aanvulling 
op de bestaande en beoogde sportfuncties 
in en aan het Helperpark in Groningen. Naast 
de ‘reguliere’ voorzieningen herbergt het 
energieneutrale gebouw aanvullende faciliteiten 
voor onderwijs, zoals lokalen en examenruimtes, 
en een restaurant.

Het complex ademt sport: overal is sport 
aanwezig en duidelijk zichtbaar; Buitensporten 
op de terrassen rondom en enkele binnensporten 
worden, door de directe plaatsingen van de 
sportruimtes aan het voorplein, geëtaleerd. De 
sporthal en turnhal liggen iets meer geborgen 
in het gebouw, omdat zij anders hinder hebben 
van het directe daglicht, maar ook deze ruimten 
hebben op strategische punten openingen, 
waardoor er zichtlijnen van binnen naar buiten 
zijn, en andersom.

In het interieur zijn de sportvoorzieningen en het 
omliggende park, eveneens bepalend voor de 
uitstraling. De ruimtes zijn licht, met nadruk op 
kwaliteit en de sfeer van de ruimtes. Overbodige 
details zijn achterwege gelaten. Alles draait om 
het zicht op gebruik en gebruikers, de reflectie 
van het daglicht, het bijzondere zicht op het 
park en het groen dat zich overal opdringt. 
Door een specifieke oriëntatie afgestemd op elk 
afzonderlijk gebruik, door zichtlijnen naar andere 
ruimtes en veranderlijke daglichttoetreding, 
krijgt elke ruimte een eigen beleving en karakter.

De complexiteit van het ontwerp van het 
Sportcentrum Europapark zit hem grotendeels 
in het feit dat functies met een hoge 
geluidsproductie (sport) zijn gecombineerd met 
functies die rust nodig hebben (onderwijs). Dit 
wordt opgelost door een slimme positionering, 
die ook de exploitatie ten goeden komt. Rekening 
houdend met de groei en ambities van Groningen 
is in het plan de mogelijkheid opgenomen om 
de sporthal later uit te breiden en zo de stad 
te verrijken met een toekomstbestendig en 
duurzaam sportgebouw.

EUROPAPARK
Groningen | NL | 2015-2018

Plan

Section
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NOMINATED FOR 2013 ARC AWARDS

MECHELEN 

NEKKERPOOL
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NEKKERPOOL
Mechelen | BE | 2009-2012

program
New construction of swimming pool complex to be added to 
existing sports complex with competition pool, instruction 
pool, special needs pool, gallery, dining facilities, playground 
and free-standing entrance pavilion. Complete renovation 
of existing dining (including some new construction) and 
kitchen areas. New construction of outdoor space including 
recreational water elements.
surface   7.000 m2

client	 	 	 Province of Antwerp, Infrastructure   
   Department
construction	costs €14.100.000,-
partners
Buro II & Archi+I (partner architect), Ney + Partners (structural 
engineer), Ingenium (building physics and MEP), Technum 
(acoustic advisor), THV Vanhout - ACH Bouw (main contractor).

NOMINATED FOR 2013 ARC AWARDS
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NEKKERPOOL
Mechelen | BE | 2009-2012

Sports and recreation centre Nekkerpool (serving 
the province of Antwerp in Belgium) offers a range 
of indoor and outdoor activities, and the addition 
of a swimming pool to the programme will make 
the package even more complete. The architects 
challenge was to seize the opportunity to give the 
Nekker recreation centre as a whole a facelift, in 
addition to designing a modern and sustainable 
swimming pool. The site revolves around the new 
entrance area, where a pedestrian bridge makes 
the connection between the existing and new 
complex.

The new Nekkerpool is light, spacious and 
transparent. Thanks to the panoramic patio, 
connecting canopy, spectacular pergola and 
carefully placed windows offering views of the 
surroundings, all parts of the complex offer 
views of the beautiful grounds of Nekkerpool; 
the landscape is fully integrated into the design 
and plays a vital role in the new complex. In the 
new layout, all restauration functions have been 
merged into a coherent space on the south side, 
which serves as a huge visual draw towards the 
recreation area. From the cafeteria, parents can 
keep an eye on their playing children both in the 
renovated indoor playground and the pool. Extra 
patios and a large gallery augment the quality of 
the experience of this side of the complex.

Pool water that is buffered at night to prevent 
evaporation, cradle-to-cradle tile finishing (by 
Mosa) on the building exteriors, a state-of-
the-art energy roof and the achievement of 
a K-level of 17 are just a few examples of the 
steps taken to meet the client’s high ambitions 
in terms of sustainability both in materials choice 
and systems architecture. In addition, a budget 
was set aside for an energy use monitor for the 
building to be conducted in two years’ time, to 
make the feasible and appropriate adjustments 
needed to render the building energy-neutral

NOMINATED FOR 2013 ARC AWARDS

Plan

Section
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TONGEREN

PLINIUS LEISURE PARK
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PLINIUS LEISURE PARK
Tongeren | BE | 2011-2016

program
Leisure park, open air swimming pool, reception and dining 
pavillion.
surface
Pavillion 2.800 m2 BVO, terasses 1.500 m2, lawn 6.000 m2, park 
22 ha
client
NV Plinius
construction costs
€6.000.000,-
partners
OKRA landsschapsarchitecten (partner architect), landscape
Technum-Tractebel (structural engineer).

SITE PLAN / SITUATIE
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SCALE LEVEL / SCHAAL 1:2000
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On the location of a former leisure park, the Plinius park 
will arise in the near future. Plinius park will become the 
new touristic entry to Tongeren, the eldest city of Belgium 
with a Gallo Roman and Medieval past. The Plinius park is 
a green oasis in the city with a characteristic atmosphere 
referring to the historic grounds, with an open air pool for 
recreation purposes.
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RONSE

‘T ROSCO POOL
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‘T ROSCO POOL
Ronse | BE | 2017-2019

program
New construction of swimming pool complex to be added to 
existing sports complex with competition pool, paddling pool, 
recreational area for toddlers/young children, two slides and a 
cafeteria
surface
3.700 m2

client
Municipality of Ronse
construction costs
€8.500.000,-
partners
Pellikaan (main contractor), Veolia  (maintenance), StuBeCo 
(structural engineer), Boydens (MEP).
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ALKMAAR

DE MEENT TOP SPORTS CENTRE
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TOP SPORTS CENTRE 

Alkmaar | NL | 2012-2015

program
4 sports halls, gym, trampoline hall, fencing hall, dancing hall, 
restaurant, commerce, offices, ice rink
surface
10.000 m2

client
Gemeente Alkmaar 
construction costs: 
€ 15.350.000,-
partners
Vaessen (DBM partner), BBN adviseurs (project management).
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SITE PLAN / SITUATIE
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Oostende | BE | 2016-2020

program
50m competition pool, instruction pool, recreational pool, 
cafetaria, multifunctional spaces; 22 apartments; parking.
surface
14.000 m2

client
NV Sportbuilders
construction costs
€ 24.315.364,- 
partners
B2Ai (partner architect), Ney & Partners (structural engineer), 
Boydens (MEP), KWB (water treatment), Stadsbader (main 
contractor), 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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Robot. Artificial intelligence.
Photo: Franck V. (unsplash)

Electric skateboard
Photo: Yomex Owo (Unsplash)

Smart City
Illustration: unknown (Freepik)

Wind energy
Photo: unknown (Unsplash)

Eco-system vs. Pollution
Illustration: unknown (Freepik)

Solar power plant
Photo: Zbynek Burival (Unsplash)

Google self-driving car
Photo: M. van der Chijs (Flickr)

VISIONARY AND INSPIRING

Our ambition is to be a forward-thinking, agenda-setting practice. We have to, 

because our world is right in the middle of several transitions that will impact the 

way we live:

•	 energy transition

•	 mobility transition

•	 climate change and its consequences such as droughts and floods

•	 technological transition through nanotechnology, robotization, and AI

•	 economic transition from linear to circular

•	 agricultural transition

•	 ecological transition

•	 the protein transition from animal-based to plant-based foods.

Our designs and consultancy create smoother transitions towards an attractive world 

of tomorrow. That often entails holistic thinking. With these transitions come many 

complex paradigm shifts in cultural, social, and economic realms. What does that 

mean for the notions of ‘democracy’, ‘freedom’, ‘equality’, ‘privacy’, and ‘solidarity’? 

We have to keep track of these developments because they are relevant to our role 

in shaping environment and culture.

The questions we constantly ask ourselves are: What can we do to support the 

transition? How do we incorporate technological developments in our work? And 

what role does our profession play in a changing society?
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Wall painting Drieburcht sports complex 
Photo: M. Vancoppenolle

Art work Giny Vos 
Photo: Giny Vos

Transitions cannot be accomplished with technology alone. We believe that they 

only have a chance of success if they are embedded within culture in the broadest 

sense of the word: in social order, in meaning and purpose, in science and art. Think 

of the cultural transitions of the early 20th century: how music, art, dance, literature, 

poetry, theatre, and architecture showed us what a modern industrialized society 

could look like. This perspective had a huge and highly positive impact during the 

reconstruction after the Second World War.

In recent decades, we have learned that our current linear economic system must 

become a circular one. Still, many of us lack the imagination to envisage the world of 

tomorrow and the attractive society that goes with it. Only a cultural transition can 

help people understand this new world and make wider society receptive to the major 

changes that are needed. In this era of disruption to technical, social, and economic 

systems, it is only logical that individual citizens, companies, and governments 

become uncertain, cautious, and introverted. As designers and storytellers, we can 

make the difference by depicting this world of tomorrow in a positive way. 

We need to look beyond our own discipline and keep track of what other disciplines 

are doing, especially ‘slower’ disciplines that generate ideas with a long shelf 

life, such as philosophy and art theory. At VenhoevenCS, we connect with other 

disciplines at three different levels: Firstly, we have a bildung programme consisting 

of lectures, excursions, and discussion events. And every now and then, we sponsor 

or contribute to art and theatre productions. Last but not least, we actively involve 

artists in our own projects. The façade of the Drieburcht in Tilburg, for example, was 

created in collaboration with artist Jean-Luc Moerman.

CULTURALLY AWARE, 
ARTISTICALLY RELEVANT
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Sportplaza Mercator
Photo: Copijn

Sustainability is in the DNA of VenhoevenCS. Our idea of sustainability is inspired by 

nature: we look at what has sustained life on earth for nearly four billion years:

•	 renewable energy

•	 biogeochemical cycling

•	 biodiversity

Our Sustainability@VenhoevenCS translates these three principles of sustainability 

into our practice.

Ever since we started our company, we have regarded sustainability of both our 

projects and our business practice as an integral part of our culture. We have several 

tools to our disposal to make a difference:

1. our projects

2. R&D (knowledge development and valorization)

3. interaction with our partners in the built environment (chain responsibility)

4. engagement and communication

5. our operations.

Our designs for the built environment have direct impact on the living environment. 

We need to keep that in mind. In our design, research, and consultancy projects, we 

always look for the best and most sustainable solutions for any given assignment. 

We strongly believe in the power of collaboration, we build shared knowledge and 

awareness of sustainability issues and solutions with our clients and suppliers, and 

we team up with them on interdisciplinary research projects. 

To constantly improve our knowledge and implementation capability in-house, we 

have R&D groups that advise the management team and project leaders. More 

broadly, we also give lectures all over the world about sustainable urban planning, 

energy producing buildings, nature-inclusive cities, and future-proof regions. 

Because sustainability is completely ingrained in our vision of urban planning and 

architecture. Every one of our team members has profound sustainability awareness. 

We set ambitious sustainability goals with smart criteria for our operations. This 

means that we calculate our emissions from transport, paper use, electricity use, 

and so forth, every six months in order to monitor our CO2 reduction goals. We are 

the only architectural bureau in the Netherlands to have highest certification for the 

CO2 Performance Ladder and ISO 14001 certification.

SUSTAINABLE

Het Kasteel
Photo: Rene de Wit
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Mobility FFWD Event 2017
Video: Nederlands Instituut voor de Bouw

Boostcamp Event 2017
Photo: Mobilitychallenge.nl

Dutch Profiles: VenhoevenCS  (2012)
Video: Dutch Profiles

Pakhuis de Zwijger
Photo: Unknown

VenhoevenCS is socially engaged at various levels. It is often said that there is an 

inherent conflict between protecting the environment and economic development. 

This would imply that we deny developing nations of the standard of living that we 

in the West have enjoyed for decades. This is not a sustainable approach. In finding 

solutions for the future, we have to include the development of people with lesser 

standards of living while also taking care of our planet.

Our concept of a Healthy City is defined as a place where adults, children, animals, 

and plants feel happy, healthy and safe. Only that kind of healthy city allows 

communities to evolve, with active citizens who look after each other and keep 

their neighbourhood vibrant. We promote walking and cycling. We want to create 

more space for kids and elderly in the city. We believe that public space should 

be accessible for everybody, people of all ages, including those with physical or 

mental challenges. The last level of our social engagement is our interpretation of 

biodiversity. We believe that plants and animals have the same rights as humans, 

which is why we promote nature-inclusive cities. 

We also express our social engagement through sponsoring. In 2017, we sponsored 

Estrela de Favela, a young Dutch/Brazilian organization that gives underprivileged 

children living in the favelas the chance of a better future by providing education 

and sports. In 2016, we sponsored The Money School, an organization that helps 

develop financial skills in young people. And last but definitely not least, we take 

care of each other here in the office. Everybody goes through rough patches in life – 

emotional, physical, or financial. We hope that we have created an environment at 

VenhoevenCS where you can always turn to colleagues (including management) for 

understanding and support.

SOCIALLY ENGAGED
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VenhoevenCS is a place for optimists. The world we live in faces many fundamental 

problems and feeling pessimistic about the future is understandable. The good news 

is that, as a design bureau, we are part of the solution. Looking forward, imagining 

a new world, acting on our beliefs, and inspiring others to act can be hard, but it’s 

always very fulfilling. This means that everybody at VenhoevenCS is intrinsically 

motivated and passionate about what they do.

Positivity also means having fun! Every month, we organize all kinds of office 

events to strengthen the cohesion and dynamics of the team. Some are initiated by 

management, but many are organized bottom-up: plenary office meetings, sports, 

lectures, formal and informal drinks, excursions, preparing and sharing a meal, and 

an annual weekend together. Our monograph, published in 2009, is a testament to 

this spirit: The wonderful world of VenhoevenCS.

POSITIVE



QUALITY

Certificates

ISO 9001:2015
VenhoevenCS has developed a unique management system which is geared towards 
making use of the interdisciplinary creativity within the office in order to make the 
best possible integrated designs. Our quality system safeguards the quality and 
added social value of the projects within the agreed-upon requirements of time and 
budget This management system is conform the standard NEN-EN-ISO 9001:2008 
since 2014 and conform NEN-EN-ISO 9001:2015 since 2017.

ISO 14001:2015
In 2016, VenhoevenCS decided to set up a new quality management system: this 
gave us the opportunity to redevelop our vision on sustainability and integrate it into 
the new policies and procedures. We created a more holistic sustainability vision and 
translated that vision into clear goals and policy (Milieu Management Plan). This was 
rewarded with the NEN-EN-ISO 14001:2015 certification in 2017. 

CO2 Performance Ladder 
VenhoevenCS started to calculate its CO2 footprint in 2009 with the tools provided by 
the Rotterdam Climate Initiative. In 2015 we set up and implemented the Algemeen 
Energie Management Actieplan (a ‘General Energy Management Action Plan’) with 
SMART goals for reducing our CO2 footprint. the As one of the very few architecture 
and urbanism offices in The Netherlands, we have a level 5 certification of the CO2 
Performance Ladder.

Memberships

BNA 
Without doubt, architecture and urban planning have a big impact on people’s lives. 
A good school can have a positive influence on the development of a child. A badly 
designed hospital can have a negative effect on the healing process. And the way a 
city is designed can determine whether you take the car, the metro or the bicycle to 
work. That’s why the term ‘responsibility’ weighs heavier in our profession than in 
many others. VenhoevenCS is an active member of the BNA (the Royal Institute of 
Dutch Architects) and endorses its Code of Conduct for Responsibility, Integrity and 
Professionalism.

DGBC
VenhoevenCS is an active partner of the Dutch Green Building Council. We often 
participate in the initiatives of the DGBC (such as signing the Declaration for Nitrogen 
Emission reduction in 2019) and Ton Venhoeven is a regular speaker at its conferences. 
We also have three certified in-house BREEAM-NL experts on New Construction and 
Renovation.

SKAO
VenhoevenCS is a member of the Foundation for Climate Friendly Procurement and 
Business (SKAO).

QUALITY MANAGEMENT



Podium 26 | mixed-use MicroCity project | Arnhem (NL) Blocks B&C | mixed-use MicroCity project | Amsterdam (NL)

Het Platform | mixed-use MicroCity project |Utrecht (NL)

LiZe | underground shopping mall with park | Beijing (CN)

Dong Feng Station Area| Transit-Oriented Development | Beijing (CN)
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